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Introduction
E. Beitzig, S. W. Hell, and W. E. Moerner, “How the optical microscope became a nanoscope,” in The Nobel Prize in Chemistry, The Nobel 
lectures (Stockholm University, 2014). 
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Diffraction from apertures limits resolution
Resolving Power (minimum separation of objects) 
RP = 0.61l/NA 



























































Görlitz, F., P. Hoyer, H. J. Falk, L. Kastrup, J. Engelhardt, S. W. Hell: "A STED Microscope Designed for Routine 
Biomedical Applications" Progress in Electromatetics Research, Vol.147, 57 - 68 (2014)
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Superresolution in ChipScope
o Sample in contact with pixels (LEDS)
o Lensless microscope
o Shadow imaging
o ~ 100W/cm2 up to kW/cm2
(~10kW/cm2 STORM, ~150 MW/cm2 STED)
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Building a Microscopic Microscope, by Changhuei Yang and Demetri 
Psaltis. EAS ENGenious - Progress Report, Spring 2007, pp.44-47. 
Lensfree computational microscopy tools for cell and 
tissue imaging at the point-of-care and in low-resource 
settings. Isikman SO1, Greenbaum A, Lee M, Bishara
W, Mudanyali O, Su TW, Ozcan A. Anal Cell Pathol
(Amst). 2012;35(4):229-47.
Lee, S. A. & Yang, C. H. A smartphone-based chip-
scale microscope using ambient illumination. Lab 
Chip 14, 3056–3063. 2014.
Lensless microscopes
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o Array of individually addresable LEDs with size < λ/2
• 64x64 LEDs of 50nm
• 16x16 LEDs of 1μm
• 32x32 LEDs of 200nm
Imaging modes in ChipScope
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Imaging modes in ChipScope
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Key components: individually addressable nanoLED array
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Metalorganic Chemical Vapor Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE) 
60 wafers, 2 inch diameter 
400 LEDs per wafer 
24.000 LEDs per growth run 
Key components: individually addressable nanoLED array
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Key components: individually addressable nanoLED array
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 Electron-beam-induced current (EBIC) image 
 pn-junction of the micropillar is still intact over its complete area 
 Electroluminescence (EL) spectra  LED wavelength of 465 nm
EL
CLEBIC
Key components: individually addressable nanoLED array
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Electric
field
Key components: nano LED Optical simulations
MQW emission
Fluidic microchannel
Simulation of 100nm LED array
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• Geiger Mode:




Gain:  “infinite” !!
Key components: SPAD detector
R.Haitz, J.Appl.Phys. 35, 1370 (1964), J.Appl.Phys. 36, 3123 (1965)
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Key components. SPAD detector
Fabricated in 0.35um CMOS
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Microscope system integration
• First iterations of 
the integrated 
design









Image proc. and reconstruction 
Microsystems for life sciences 
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1. To proof-the-concept of ChipScope by demonstrating microscopy of living 
tissues with:
• direct imaging with superresolution
• molecular fluorescent imaging with superresolution
• real-time operation (>10 frames per second)
2. To establish the technological basis as well as theoretical understanding of 
the ChipScope concept:
• realizing highest resolution, separately addressable, nanoLED arrays, pixel sizes <50 nm
• integrated with photodetectors with single photon and sub-ns detection capabilities
• developing theoretical background in optical interaction between nanoLED arrays and nano-objects 
3. To promote the ChipScope concept in the scientific, the industrial and the 
social environment:
• disseminating the advantages of ChipScope to a broad scientific community to trigger further applications 
in multiple fields
• communicating the opportunities offered by ChipScope for business creation and social improvement
• approaching the ChipScope results to decision makers and politicians to facilitate a better use of them.
Conclusions
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An optical microscope on a chip with superresolution capabilities
Si CMOS
  SPAD CTRL
              
 
















Conclusions: microscope on a chip
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